
 

EQUIVALENCE OF SIMPLICIAL

SINGULAR HOMOLOGY

Recall that simplicial homology was defined

in terms of a D complex decomposition

of X via a collection of maps
by DP X

We then defined the chains to be the

free abelian group on the p simplices

Op x We will now show that if a

D complex structure
is chosen then

its simplicial homology
coincides

with the singular homology of
theSpaceX

We will do this by induction
on the

skeleton Xk consisting of all simplices

of dimension k or less and so we

would like to use a relative version

of simplicialhomology



of

LEMMA 1

For a wedge sum Y Xa
the inclusions

is Xx by Xa induce
an isomorphism

in Tp Xx I ply xx
provided that the wedge sum is formed

at basepoints XatXx such that the

pairs Xa Xa are good
Recall
The wedge sum is a one point union

of a family of topological spaces

Y Xuxa 14xxx
y

Exay

quotient of the disjoint
union of theXa's by
the equivalence relation that

identifies all xp with each

other and makes no other identifications



Proof
Since Xx y s are good pairs

WXa Xa Let is a good pair

si
Hp Yxa Exa LEI tip XX

Gt
y

Hp Ita
Furthermore for pairs of topological

spaces we have inducedbyusions

Hp L AaBa If Hp AaBa
It follows from here that

Hp YXD I Hp Xuxa
we did an

example a 59Hp Xx
while back



and showed that

Hp X x I Hp x
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Then by Lemma 1
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DEFINITION RELATIVE SIMPLICIAL HOMOLOGY

Let X be a o complex A a o subcomplex

We define the quotient chain complex

Dplx A DP
Ho a

relative
simplicialchairs

with a restrictions of simplicial
boundarymaps The homologyof

this

chain complex is denoted by Hp x A

THEOREM a maps
that give the o complex

the characteristic map oftandympsimplex
in a D complex decomposition

of X may be viewed as a singular
p simplex hence we havethe

inclusionchain

map ie

Op x A Op lx A Opalx A
fie fie fie

Sp x A spy x A spalx A


